Characterization of enantiospecific chemisorption on chiral Cu surfaces vicinal to Cu(111) and Cu(100) using density functional theory.
Surfaces of simple fcc metals such as Cu with nonzero and unequal Miller indices are intrinsically chiral. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations are a useful way to study the enantiospecific adsorption of small chiral molecules on these chiral metal surfaces. We report DFT calculations of seven chiral molecules on several structurally distinct chiral Cu surfaces. These surfaces include two surfaces with (111)-oriented terraces and one with (100)-oriented terraces. Calculations are also described on a surface that was modified to mimic the surface structures that typically appear on real metal surfaces following thermally driven fluctuations in step edges. Our results provide initial information on how variation in the surface structure of intrinsically chiral metal surfaces can affect the enantiospecific adsorption of small molecules on these surfaces.